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Derivation of design weights: The case of the

German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP)

Martin Spiessa

Abstract. Design-based estimators of totals, means or proportions in �nite

populations generally are functions of weighted sums. If each element selected

into the sample is also observed, then for the calculation of the �-estimator these

weights are just the inverse inclusion probabilities of the elements. However, if

e.g. nonresponse or attrition over time occurs, calculation of these weights also

includes modeling of nonresponse and/or attrition mechanisms. Since models of

these mechanisms are disputable, `pure' design weights can be the basis for cal-

culating alternative weights by a di�erent modeling e.g. of nonresponse and/or

attrition mechanisms. In the case of complex sampling schemes, however, it is

often not possible to derive the exact inclusion probabilities. In that case, weights

may be derived based on approximations and/or simplifying assumptions. In this

paper, after describing the selection schemes of the subsamples A, B, C, D and

E of the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP), approximate design weights

are derived which enable users of the GSOEP to calculate their own weights if

desired.

Key words: Design-based inference; approximate design weights; complex sur-

veys; GSOEP

1 Introduction

Design-based estimators of totals, means or proportions in �nite populations

generally are functions of weighted sums. If each element selected into the sample

1German Socio-Economic Panel Study, German Institute for Economic Research, K�onigin-

Luise-Str.5, 14195 Berlin, Germany
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is also observed, then for the calculation of the �-estimator these weights are just

the inverse inclusion probabilities of the elements. However, if e.g. nonresponse

or attrition over time occurs, calculation of these weights also includes modeling

of nonresponse and/or attrition mechanisms. Since models of these mechanisms

are disputable, `pure' design weights can be the basis for calculating alternative

weights by a di�erent modeling, e.g. of nonresponse and/or attrition mechanisms.

In the case of complex sampling schemes, however, it is often not possible to derive

the exact inclusion probabilities. In that case, weights may be derived based on

approximations and/or simplifying assumptions.

In this paper, the calculation of approximate design weights, i.e. approximate

inverse inclusion probabilities of households at the �rst wave of each subsample of

the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP), will be described. In deriving these

weights, nonresponse is not accounted for. Therefore, if corresponding estimators

are to be calculated, then nonresponse mechanisms or (if not only �rst-wave

samples but also those of later waves are used) e.g. attrition mechanisms have to

be modeled separately. The weights derived are given in Table 1 in the Appendix.

They are stored under the name DESIGN in �le HHRF on the GSOEP CD.

The GSOEP consists of several subsamples (denoted as subsample A{E) start-

ing at di�erent points in time (Wagner et al., 1994). Description of the sample

inclusion schemes can be found in Pannenberg et al. (1998) or Rendtel (1995).

In the following sections, for each subsample the calculation of the approximate

weights are given after a short description of the sample schemes. It must be

noted, however, that the schemes used to select the di�erent samples are com-

plex, and not all information needed to calculate exact inclusion probabilities

are available. Therefore, the formulas used to derive the weights have to be in-

terpreted as models of the underlying process, thus switching from an approach

traditionally denoted as design-based to a model-based approach. The derivation

of the `true' inclusion probabilities of households is very similar for subsamples

A{C and E. Therefore, only for subsample A, selected in 1984, the main problems

of the derivation of `true' inclusion probabilities of households will be discussed.

Concerning a discussion of the selection scheme used for subsample D, the inter-

ested reader is refered to Rendtel, Pannenberg and Daschke (1997).
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2 Basics and Notation

In this section, the notation is introduced and some basic results are given. For

details concerning the concepts used in this section, see e.g. S�arndal, Swensson

and Wretman (1993).

Let s be a speci�c sample, regarded as the outcome of a set-valued random

variable S, and Pr(S = s) = p(s) be the probability of selecting s under a given

sample selection scheme. The function p(s) or p for short, is called the sampling

design. The ingredients needed for determining the inclusion probability �k of

an element k given the basic systematic sampling scheme, are the �xed sampling

interval, denoted as a, the number of population elements N , and n, the integer

part of N=a (see, e.g. S�arndal, Swensson and Wretman, 1993, pp. 73{75). Then

N = na + c, where 0 � c < a. If c = 0, the sample size is n. If c > 0,

the sample size is either n or n + 1. The probability for every possible sample

given this design is p(s) = 1=a, and the probability of selecting element k is

given by �k = 1=a. Given the circular systematic sampling method, the inclusion

probability is �k = n=N where n is the sample size (S�arndal, Swensson and

Wretman, 1993, p. 77). Now, turning to a systematic probability proportional-to-

size without replacement scheme (systematic �ps scheme; S�arndal, Swensson and

Wretman, 1993, p. 96), let xk be a positive and known auxiliary variable or size

measure of element k. Furthermore, let T0 = 0, Tk = Tk�1+ xk (k = 1; : : : ; N), a

be a �xed integer (the sampling interval) and n again be the integer part of TN=a,

where TN =
P

U xk and
P

U means summation over all population elements. Then

TN = na + c, where 0 � c < a. If c = 0, the sample size is n. If c > 0, the

sample size is either n or n + 1. Assume that nxk � TN � c = na for all k and,

for simplicity, assume that xk is an integer. The probability of a speci�c sample

is p(s) = 1=a, and the inclusion probability �k is given by

�k =
nxk

TN � c
= xk

1

a
:

If a sample is selected according to a selection scheme with more than one phase

or stage (for the di�erences between two-phase or multiphase and two-stage or

multistage designs, see S�arndal, Swensson and Wretman, 1993, p. 133 � and p.

343 �), then for the �rst phase or stage the index 1 will be used and for the second

phase or stage the index 2 will be used. For example, a �rst-phase sample will be
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denoted as s1, its sampling design as p1(s1) and so on. Because of redundancy,

no index will be used for the last phase or stage sample.

3 Subsample A

The population from which subsample A was selected was de�ned to be the set of

private households where the household head did not have the Turkish, Italian,

Greek, (former) Yugoslavian or Spanish nationality. Subsample A was selected

in 1983/1984. The sampling scheme has two stages and two phases within the

�rst stage. In the �rst phase of the �rst stage, the primary sampling units (units

smaller than constituencies, i.e. `Stimmbezirke'; PSUs) were selected, and in the

second stage the secondary sampling units (households; SSUs) were selected. The

scheme used to select the �rst-phase-�rst-stage sample of PSUs may be described

as a systematic probability proportional-to-size without replacement scheme (sys-

tematic �ps{scheme, see, e.g. S�arndal, Swensson, and Wretman, 1993, p. 96).

However, since the sizes of the PSUs, given by the number of households belong-

ing to the de�ned population, were unknown, they had to be estimated. This

�rst-phase-�rst-stage sample was then strati�ed so as to mimic certain marginal

distributions according to several variables very similar to those variables used to

sort the population elements (PSUs) to select the �rst-phase-�rst-stage sample.

Within each cell, again samples of PSUs according to a systematic �ps{scheme

were selected. Given this second-phase-�rst-stage sample of PSUs, within each

PSU, the SSUs (households) were selected according to a scheme that may ap-

proximately be described by a circular systematic sampling scheme with random

start (see, e.g., S�arndal, Swensson, and Wretman, 1993, p. 77).

Given the above sampling scheme and assuming that all necessary quantities

are known, the inclusion probability of household h in PSU k is given by

�h;k =
X

s13k

X

s23k

X

s3h

p(sjs1; s2)p2(s2js1)p1(s1);

where s1 3 k, s2 3 k and s 3 h means taking the sum over those samples s1, s2

and s that contain the given kth PSU or hth household, respectively. Following

the model of a circular systematic sampling scheme for the second-stage sample,

the inclusion probability of household h given the �rst- and second-phase-�rst-

stage samples s1 and s2, is given by �h;kjs1;s2 =
P

s3h p(sjs1; s2) = nk=xk, where
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nk is the number of households selected in PSU k, and xk is the total number of

households in PSU k. That is, subsampling in the second stage does not depend

on the �rst-stage samples and is carried out independently of subsampling in

any other PSU. The probability of selecting PSU k in the second phase given a

�rst-phase sample s1 is �kjs1 =
P

s23k p2(s2js1) =
xk
a2;s1

, where a2;s1 is the sampling

interval for selecting the second-phase-�rst-stage sample. This interval depends

on the �rst-phase-�rst-stage sample. Every sample in the �rst phase has the

same probability of being selected, i.e. �s1 = p1(s1) = 1=a1, where a1 is the

corresponding sampling interval. The inclusion probability of household h in

PSU k can therefore be written as

�h;k =
nk
xk

1

a1

X

s13k

xk
1

a2;s1
:

If, as was the case when selecting subsample A, the total number of households

within PSU k has to be estimated, then �h;kjs1;s2 and �kjs1 have to be replaced

by their estimates which are generally not equal to their `true' values. However,

this is not the only problem of determining �h;k. In fact, to determine �h;k, then

for every s1, the probability of selecting PSU k in the second phase of stage one

would have to be known, which is not the case.

Instead of determining weights based on the exact inclusion probabilities

to calculate �-estimators (Horvitz and Thompson, 1952), one could determine

weights to calculate the so-called ��-estimators (see S�arndal, Swensson, and Wret-

man, 1993, p. 347), which, as the �-estimators, can be shown to be unbiased for

the corresponding population quantities. The probability ��h;k, which in general

is di�erent from �h;k, can be written as

��h;k = �k�kjs1�hjs1;s2;

where �k is the probability of selecting PSU k in the �rst phase of stage one and

�kjs1 and �hjs1;s2 are as de�ned above. Now, assuming xk is known, �1k = nk=xk,

�kjs1 = xk=a2;s1, �h;kjs1;s2 = xk=a1 and

��h;k =
xk
a1

xk
a2;s1

nk
xk

:

Unfortunately, still not all terms are known. A main problem is the determination

of a2;s1. In phase two of the �rst stage, a program creating cells and �lling

them up with PSU's so as to mimic certain marginal distributions was used (see
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Infratest Sozialforschung, 1985, p. 106). Within each cell, systematic sampling

was used. However, no information is available about how the program created

these cells and which sampling intervals were used in the di�erent cells. As for the

determination of the exact inclusion probabilities, the number of households in

each PSU had to be estimated. Given these problems, ��h;k cannot be calculated.

To derive approximate weights, the following simplifying assumptions are

made. Firstly, it is assumed that x̂k � xk, so that

~��h;k =
nkxk
a1a2;s1

;

where ~��h;k denotes an approximation to ��h;k. It is further assumed that

�s1 = 1=a1 �
Number of PSU's in the �rst-phase sample

Population total of households
;

which seems to be justi�ed by the large number of private households in the

target population (N � 25007632). Note that the integer part of the population

total divided by the sampling interval is set to be equal to the number of PSU's in

the �rst-phase sample. The same assumptions are made concerning the second-

phase sample and furthermore, it is assumed that 1=a2;s1 is approximately equal

in every cell. With the additional assumption that xk times the number of PSU's

in the �rst-phase sample is approximately equal to the number of households in

the �rst-phase sample, i.e. replacing xk by its mean over all phase one PSU's,

and setting nk equal to its estimated expected value (where nk is considerd to be

a random variable), then for every k, ~��h;k can be written as

~��h =
Number of private households selected

Population total of private households
:

However, although according to the target population non-private households

had to be excluded, a few of them were selected. On the other hand, since the

number of non-private households can only be identi�ed for the observed portion

of the sample, it is not possible to determine for each and every household in the

selected sample whether it is a private or a non-private household. Therefore,

only the identi�able non-private households are excluded. The number of private

households1 in subsample A selected to be interviewed in 1984 was nA = 7478.

1The set of selected households also includes households which are a posteriori found to be

non-private households. These households are identi�ed only if they respond. Since only the

observed non-private households are excluded, there may be a small number of non-private

households in the unobserved part of the sample.
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The approximate weight is therefore given by ~��h = 7478=25007632. Nothing

can be derived for the non-private households. Therefore, in the absence of any

information, they are given the same weight as the private households.

Note that �̂�h is approximately equal to the inclusion probability of household

h if the second-phase selection were completely ignored (and the remaining as-

sumptions were correct). Thus, as a model for determining the weight wh = 1=�̂�h,

a two stage selection scheme is assumed, where the second phase of the �rst stage

is ignored. Clearly, determination of the weight wh rests on approximations de-

rived from more or less plausible assumptions. It must again be noted that

unfortunately, no information is available to derive weights avoiding some (or all)

of the above assumptions.

Since the main arguments given above are similar for most of the other sub-

samples, only a rough description of the derivation of the weights for the other

subsamples will be given.

4 Subsample B

The population from which subsample B was selected in 1983/1984 was de�ned

to be the set of private households where the household head had the Turkish,

Italian, Greek, (former) Yugoslavian or Spanish nationality. In fact, subsample

B consists of �ve samples selected from the above �ve disjunct subpopulations.

Each of the �ve subsamples was selected in two stages, where the �rst-stage

samples were selected according to a systematic �ps{scheme. The PSUs selected

at the �rst stage were counties and metropolitan areas. The sizes of the PSUs

were number of residents with the corresponding nationality. Given the �rst-stage

samples of PSUs, within each PSU, addresses of persons aged 16 and older with

a given nationality were selected according to a systematic sampling scheme with

random start. The household selected in this manner was de�ned to be a sample

element if the nationality of the household head was the same as the nationality

of the selected person.

The approximate inclusion probability of household h in PSU k for each of

the �ve subsamples given this two stage design is

�h;k � (Total number of persons living in household h)
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�
(Number of persons selected in PSU k)

(Total number of persons in PSU k)

�
(Number of PSU's)� (Total number of persons in PSU k)

(Population total of persons)
;

where `persons' means persons aged 16 and older and `households' means private,

valid households. Again, it is assumed that

1

a1
�

(Number of PSU's)

(Population total of persons)

and

1

a2
�

(Number of persons selected in PSU k)

(Total number of persons in PSU k)

and that estimates of quantities are approximately equal to their `true' values.

Similar to subsample A, replacing the number of selected persons in PSU k by

its estimated expected value, we have for every k

~�h = (Total of persons living in household h)� (Number of PSU's)

�
(Est. expected number of persons selected in PSU k)

(Population total of persons)
:

For the subsample of households where the head of the household had the

Turkish nationality, ~�h is

~�h =
(Total of persons living in household h)� 80� 7:11

965401
:

For the subsample of households where the head of the household had the (former)

Yugoslavian nationality, ~�h is

~�h =
(Total of persons living in household h)� 40� 10:525

444421
:

For the subsample of households where the head of the household had the Greek

nationality, ~�h is

~�h =
(Total of persons living in household h)� 40� 7:475

217304
:

For the subsample of households where the head of the household had the Italian

nationality, ~�h is

~�h =
(Total of persons living in household h)� 40� 12:025

441006
:
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For the subsample of households where the head of the household had the Spanish

nationality, ~�h is

~�h =
(Total of persons living in household h)� 40� 7:2

137432
:

Again, nothing can be derived for the non-private households. Therefore, in

the absence of any information, they are given the same weight as the private

households.

5 Subsample C

Subsample C, selected in 1990, was a sample of private households in the former

East Germany. The selection followed a `two stage and two phases within the

�rst stage' design, similar to the selection scheme used for subsample A. In the

�rst phase of the �rst stage, communities (PSUs) were selected according to a

systematic �ps scheme with the sizes of the PSUs being the number of residents.

The PSUs were then again strati�ed according to the variables used to sort the

population elements so as to mimic certain marginal distributions. Within each

cell, again samples of PSUs according to a systematic �ps{scheme were selected.

Given this second-phase-�rst-stage sample of PSUs, within each PSU, the house-

holds were selected according to a scheme that may approximately be described

by a circular systematic sampling scheme with random start. The number of

selected private households2 in subsample C in 1990 was nC = 3093.

Since the scheme used to select subsample C is similar to the one used to select

subsample A, the main arguments in deriving an approximate inclusion proba-

bility are similar as well3. Therefore, only the resulting approximate inclusion

probability of household h is given, which is

~��h =
Number of private households selected

Population total of private households

=
3093

5876672

2As in subsample A, there may be a few non-private households in this set of households.
3Note, however, that there are some slight di�erences. For example, the �rst-phase weights

of the PSU's are the number of residents and not the number of households as in A. However,

the assumptions necessary to derive the approximate inclusion probability are very similar to

those needed to derive the weights for sample A households.
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(cf. Infratest Sozialforschung, 1992, p. 25).

Nothing can be derived for the non-private households. Therefore, in the

absence of any information, they are given the same weight as the private house-

holds.

6 Subsample D

The target population can be de�ned as the set of private households with occu-

pants who came to the former West Germany since 1984 but were not elements

of the populations from which the samples A, B and C were selected. In fact, the

part of D considered in this paper consists of two samples, selected in 1992/1994

(D1) and 1994/1995 (D2), respectively. As a result of several diÆculties in se-

lecting such a sample (for details, the reader is referred to Rendtel, Pannenberg

and Daschke, 1997, or, Schulz et al. 1993), di�erent selection shemes were used

to select subsample D. In fact, one portion of sample D, D1 selected in 1992 and

1994, consists of two subsamples, D11 and D12, say, each selected according to

a di�erent selection scheme. The selection scheme of the other part of D, D2

selected in 1994 and 1995, again di�ers from the selection schemes used to select

the two subsamples D11 and D12. However, the selection schemes of D11 and D2

are similar in that the selection of the �rst-stage sample is based on a systematic

�ps{scheme. For both subsamples, the second-stage sample can approximately

be described by a systematic sampling scheme with random start, where the valid

sample elements are selected with a certain but unknown probability. Although

this selection scheme has elements equal to the selection scheme used, e.g. for the

selection of subsample A, there are also some di�erences. For example, selected

households in 1992, as part of the D11 second-stage sample, were asked whether

they agreed with the storage of their addresses for future surveys. These addresses

then were used for selecting sample D11. Given addresses selected in the same

way in 1994, quota sampling elements were used to select sample D2. The other

part of D1, D12, was selected using telephone survey techniques, where phone

numbers were randomly choosen in view of regional criteria (`InfraScope' system,

see Infratest Sozialforschung, 1994, or Rendtel, Pannenberg and Daschke, 1997).

As for samples D11 and D2, the selected households were then asked whether or

not they agreed with the storage of their addresses for future surveys. Those who
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agreed were then selected in 1994 for subsample D12.

From the design used, it is not possible to exactly determine the sample of se-

lected private households used as a starting point to derive approximate weights.

Calculation of the approximate inclusion probabilities in Rendtel, Pannenberg

and Daschke (1997) is based on the set of observed households. Since in this

paper the starting point for the determination of approximate weights are the

selected private households and not the observed private households, the approx-

imate inclusion probabilities are calculated in almost the same way as given in

Rendtel, Pannenberg and Daschke (1997). That is, the derivation di�ers in that

it does not use the estimate of the conditional response probability given that

a household was selected and agreed with the storage of their addresses and,

for sample D2, given the quota sampling elements. Instead, it uses estimates of

the conditional probabilities of being a valid household given it was selected and

agreed with the storage of their addresses and, for sample D2, given the quota

sampling elements.

According to Rendtel, Pannenberg and Daschke (1997), the probability of be-

ing selected can be approximated by the sum of the probabilities of being selected

for samples D11, D12 or D2, where the probabilities of being selected in two or

all three samples are ignored. Then, the approximate inclusion probabilities are

calculated as

~��h = ~��h;D11
+ ~��h;D12

+ ~��h;D2
:

Three populations are distinguished, denoted as `�Ubersiedler', `Aussiedler'

and `Sonstige' (for details see Rendtel, Pannenberg and Daschke, 1997). The

probability of being selected in sample D11 is equal for `�Ubersiedler' and `Aussiedler'

and is approximated by

~��h;D11
=

1

7194
� 0:787�

172

195
;

where 1=7194 and 0:787 are derived in Rendtel, Pannenberg and Daschke (1997)

and 172=195 is the proportion of valid households to the number of households

who agreed with the storage of their addresses (see Infratest Sozialforschung,

1994, p. 9). For `Sonstige', ~��h;D11
= 0.

The probability of being selected in sample D12 is equal for `�Ubersiedler' and

`Aussiedler' and is approximated by

~��h;D12
=

1

7194
� 0:444�

172

195
;
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where 1=7194 and 0:444 are derived in Rendtel, Pannenberg and Daschke (1997)

and 172=195 is the same as above. Again, for `Sonstige', ~��h;D12
= 0.

The probability of being selected in sample D2 is approximated by

~��h;D2
=

1

2687
� 0:756� 0:527�

385

400

for `�Ubersiedler', where 1=2687, 0:756 and 0:527 are derived in Rendtel, Pannen-

berg and Daschke (1997) and 385=400 is the proportion of selected valid private

households to selected households (see Infratest Burke Sozialforschung, 1996, p.

17). The probability for `Aussiedler' is approximated by

~��h;D2
=

1

2687
� 0:756� 0:696�

385

400
;

where 1=2687, 0:756 and 0:696 are derived in Rendtel, Pannenberg and Daschke

(1997) and 385=400 as above. The probability for `Sonstige' is approximated by

~��h;D2
=

1

2687
� 0:756�

385

400
;

where 1=2687 and 0:756 are derived in Rendtel, Pannenberg and Daschke (1997)

and 385=400 as above.

Therefore, the approximate household weights are given by the inverse ap-

proximate probabilities

~��h =
(0:787 + 0:444)� 172

7194� 195
+

0:756� 0:527� 385

2687� 400
� 0:0002936

for `�Ubersiedler',

~��h =
(0:787 + 0:444)� 172

7194� 195
+

0:756� 0:696� 385

2687� 400
� 0:0003394

for `Aussiedler' and

~��h =
0:756� 385

2687� 400
� 0:0002708

for `Sonstige'. The approximate weights for a given subpopulation are identical

regardless whether sample D is considered separately or in combination with all

other subsamples.
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7 Subsample E

In 1998, a new sample was selected from the population of households given by

the union of the (disjunct) subpopulations described above. The new sample,

also denoted as subsample E, was selected independently from the ongoing panel

(subsamples A through D). The selection scheme used for sample E essentially re-

sembles the scheme also used to select subsample A. Again, the data are collected

in two stages and two phases within the �rst stage, where the �rst- and second-

phase samples are selected using the scheme also used for selecting subsample A.

Although there are slight di�erences in the selection of the second-stage sample,

mainly due to testing a new survey instrument (using a laptop for the personal

interviews vs. paper-and-pencil personal interviews), the selection scheme is very

similar to the one used to select the second-stage sample of subsample A. The

number of selected private households4 in subsample E in 1998 was nE = 1979

(see Infratest Burke Sozialforschung, 1998).

Since the scheme to select subsample E is very similar to the one used for sub-

sample A, the derivation of the approximate weights is very similar too. There-

fore, only the resulting weight ist given, which is

~��h =
Number of private households selected

Population total of private households

=
1979

37571000
:

As in subsamples A{D, non-private households are given the same approximate

weights as the private households.

8 Concluding Remarks

From a formal point of view, the weights derived in this paper cannot be inter-

preted as inclusion probabilities of the selected elements (households). On the

other hand, given the information about the sampling schemes, it seems impos-

sible to derive in some sense `better' weights for every possible analysis to be

made with the GSOEP. For special problems at hand, there may of course exist

better solutions (e.g. using regression estimators). However, they clearly have to

be worked out by an analyst herself for the speci�c estimation problem given.

4As in subsample A, there may be a few non-private households in this set of households.

13



It should be noted that the weights derived in this paper are not intended

to replace the standard weights supplied with the GSOEP disk. Merely, the

approximate design weights derived in this paper are thought as to supplement the

standard weights in that they may form the basis for the calculation of alternative

weights by modeling e.g. nonresponse or attrition mechanisms in a di�erent way

than it is done for the standard weights (e.g. Rendtel, 1995).
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APPENDIX

Table 1 gives the values of the approximate inclusion probabilities derived in

sections 3 { 7. The inverse of these approximate inclusion probabilities are stored

under the name DESIGN in �le HHRF on the GSOEP CD.

Table 1: Approximate inclusion probabilities for subsamples A{E (�10�3)

Number of household members (� 16 years)
Subsample

1 2 3 4 5

A 0:2990 0:2990 0:2990 0:2990 0:2990

B1 0:5892 1:1784 1:7676 2:3567 2:9459

B2 0:9473 1:8946 2:8419 3:7892 4:7365

B3 1:3760 2:7519 4:1279 5:5038 6:8798

B4 1:0907 2:1814 3:2721 4:3628 5:4534

B5 2:0956 4:1912 6:2867 8:3823 10:480

C 0:5263 0:5263 0:5263 0:5263 0:5263

D1 0:2936 0:2936 0:2836 0:2936 0:2936

D2 0:3394 0:3394 0:3394 0:3394 0:3394

D3 0:2708 0:2708 0:2708 0:2708 0:2708

E 0:0527 0:0527 0:0527 0:0527 0:0527

B1: Turkish, B2: Italian, B3: Greek, B4: (former) Yugoslavian, B5: Spanish national-

ity of the household head. D1: ` �Ubersiedler' D2: `Aussiedler' D3: 'Sonstige'.
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